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stout in their quilted uniforms, their poor yellow hands
turned rubber-grey by the cold. They seemed to be per-
forming all kinds of outlandish physical exercises. A single
recruit knelt on one knee opposite his N.C.O., and the
two regarded each other in silence for minutes on end, as
though the private were being hypnotized. A little further
on another N.C.O. barked out an order, and his whole
squad slightly and elegantly advanced one foot, in an atti-
tude which suggested ballet-dancing, combined with a
sort of stolid ferocity. My coolie rambled this way and
that, stopping frequently to ask the way, which everybody
told him and no one knew. We kept passing and repassing
the same platoon. In my newly-made riding-boots I tried,
unsuccessfully, to look very stern and official. Presently
I had to laugh; the recruits grinned back. I gave them a
mock salute, which they returned. Their officers shouted
at them, but they were smiling, too. Just when discipline
threatened to become seriously disorganized I noticed that
we were passing the General's house for the third time.
The General was out, but his A.D.C. received me—a
mountainous figure, with clipped silver hair, a gold brace-
let as thick as a bicycle-chain, and a monocle screwed
several inches into his face. Even in his tweed jacket and
flannel trousers he was unmistakably the Reichswehr offi-
cer. And his office, despite its thick Japanese matting, was
a bit of old Potsdam, with secretaries coming in and out,
heel-clicking, jerking forward their bodies in stiff, formal
bows.
Most of the Germans have been in China for several
years. They belong to the pre-Hitler emigration period,
when an ambitious officer could foresee no adventurous
military career in his own country, and often preferred to
go abroad* Between them they have built up all the more
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